DRAGON “VOLUME LICENSE AGREEMENT” (VLA)

Dragon “Volume License Agreement” (VLA)
Overview
Whether you are a large organisation, small or medium sized business or an educational institution, we have
developed a flexible licencing program that suits your needs. If your organisation uses or wishes to use
multiple copies of Dragon software, the Nuance Volume Licence Program is the most cost effective and
efficient way for your company to take advantage of volume purchase discounts on licences of Nuance's
award-winning software. This Program is a certificate-based program; you simply purchase one low-cost media
pack from Freedom of Speech Ltd and a License certificate authorising you to make one copy, or installation,
for each licence purchased. It's that simple. Unlike many other software licences that have a limited term, with
a Dragon VLA ,once you've purchased your licence, it's yours for life.

Typical Licence Users
The Licence Program is designed for corporate, government, education and small business customers who like
to receive significant savings on Dragon software licences. The Program offers you an opportunity to lower
your total cost of licencing. You can benefit from Nuance's world-class productivity applications while receiving
reduced licence fees. Business and educational institutions qualify for volume licencing with orders as small as
5 licences. Dragon products that are ordered through this Program are licenced to a specific company or
corporation that is one legal entity with one tax number.

Exclusive Programs for Volume Licence Program Participants
In addition, Nuance offers three optional programs that help you implement Dragon software in your
organisation at a reduced cost.

Nuance Support Program

The Nuance Support Program offers an easy access towards support of Nuance products. With a Nuance
Support Program certificate containing telephone number and registration number, you are entitled to direct
support from Nuance. Your calls are prioritised in order not to lose valuable time. (Note: the Nuance support
program is not available for ‘Dragon Medical Practice Edition’ VLAs)

Nuance Service Maintenance Agreement (SMA) Program

The maintenance program keeps your investment current by continuously upgrading covered products for a
period of one year. You will be billed for one year at the moment of purchase of the Nuance products. Using
the Nuance Service Maintenance Agreement Program you will be able to keep current with the latest and
most innovative Nuance products. This Program offers you all updates, upgrades and bug fixes. We will
automatically send Nuance Service Maintenance Agreement Program partners all upgrades for their covered
products. Bug fixes and product enhancements can be downloaded from Nuance's Web site.

Dragon Training Program

The Dragon Training Program can include a full on-site training program exclusively for Dragon Licence
Program customers. Training programs can also be built upon your request, based on the projects that are
running in your organisation.
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Advantages
Save time and money!

Quite simply: the more you buy, the more cost effective the program becomes. Your pricing is based on the
size of your transaction. The Volume Licence Agreement Program provides an easy-to-understand pricing
structure. Why have a small number of users taking advantage of the Dragon product range by making
traditional purchases of 'shrink-wrap' products, when everyone could be using the same products by
purchasing a licence, at a fraction of the original cost?

All the support you'll need... and quick!

Ever had to sit on the phone, waiting for technical support, only to find you are part of a long queue, while you
are being charged at a premium rate? As an option of the Licence Program, Nuance offers the Support
Program, where users can take advantage of a local telephone number for all support queries, plus priority
handling of all licence users calls!

Simple and easy!

With the Volume Licence Agreement Program, you only need one physical product. The licence allows users to
install the same software on the specified number of machines. No more calls to register products; no more
manuals and boxes littering the office; no more inconsistency of versions - everybody is using exactly the same
product.

Benefits for organisation
Low minimum requirement

The Volume Licence Agreement Program is available for customers wishing to install 5 or more copies of
software within their organisation.

Simple installation

One installation code for all products; one DVD-ROM (or software download) can be used to install the
software on multiple computers within your organisation. Nuance licence products have an extremely simple
installation process.

No reporting needed

You do not need to fill in reports on a monthly or quarterly basis.

Cost-effective purchases

The Volume Licence Agreement Program offers low-cost ways to purchase the Nuance award-winning
software products with discounts of over 35%. This volume purchase program offers deeper discounts for
larger purchases, while maintaining an easily-reachable entry level of 5 units for minimum purchase.

Easy planning for software budgets

Based on simple calculation, your account manager can help you by offering a custom-made solution. Based
on your company's growth projections, the account manager can help you establish your IT budgets.

Clearly legal software

The customer obtains the full right to copy the software on the number of computers that has been agreed. It
is easy to track software ownership, version numbers of licences and platforms.
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Home use rights included

All qualified personnel are eligible to take advantage of a product. If an employee or faculty, staff, or
administration member (but not enrolled student) is the primary user then they can run the software on his or
her computer for home use at no additional charge.

Mix and match among software titles and platforms

It is a simple and flexible method - the more licences you buy, the bigger discount you get.

Easy management

There is no need to wait for specific orders to be delivered. Once you have a product and the issued licence
agreement, you can start installing the software on the workstations.

Pre-sales support

A Freedom of Speech Ltd account manager can help you in selecting the right product and the right services;
they will assist you with product information, technical questions and presentations.
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Eligible products
Dragon Professional Group
Dragon Professional Group speech recognition software is a powerful productivity tool that enables corporate
and professional users to work faster and more efficiently. They can use their voice to create, format and edit
documents as well as to launch and control tasks in most of the desktop applications.

Nuance Management Center
Designed for corporate deployments of Dragon Professional Group speech recognition software, Nuance
Management Center provides powerful, yet easy-to-use central user administration capabilities that allow
organizations to enable and manage these solutions across multiple users.

Dragon Medical Practice Edition
Nuance Dragon Medical Practice Edition is the perfect front end, real-time speech recognition solution for GPs
and Practices. It can dramatically reduce the amount of time you spend documenting care by 30 minutes or
more a day. It is easy to deploy and rich in end-user features and allows you to efficiently and completely
document patient care in your own words, capturing them directly into the patient electronic record on your
PC or iPhone or Android device.
Specialist medical vocabularies ensure significant accuracy "out-of-the-box" and to save even more time you
can use customised macros for standard notes and "medical normals" by body system. A transparent dictation
window makes it easy to dictate notes whilst simultaneously viewing lab results, images and flow sheets.

Dragon for MAC
Dragon for MAC speech recognition software is a powerful productivity tool (for a MAC) that enables
corporate and professional users to work faster and more efficiently. They can use their voice to create, format
and edit documents as well as to launch and control tasks in most of the desktop applications.
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Pricing and further information
Contact an account manager at Freedom of Speech Ltd

01903 263007

garymay@freedom-speech.co.uk

www.freedom-speech.co.uk/contact/
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